Educator Resource & Guide
About the Application
My News Wizard™ helps your students research and develop a story for the news
media, and evaluates the newsworthiness of their story on a scale from one to
100. Then, My News Wizard helps your students write a compelling press release
to tell their story.

Goals of the Application
Students learn sound news judgment and critical thinking ability as they work
through the news modules in the application. Students develop strong writing
and storytelling skills as they use the interactive press release templates.

Using the Application in Class
Lesson 1: Developing A
Newsworthy Story Pitch
Developing a great news media story pitch on behalf of a client is an important part of a public relations professional’s work.
But developing a winning story pitch isn’t easy. A story has to
be newsworthy, but what does that mean? My News Wizard
provides students with 17 news modules that they can use to
research and develop a newsworthy story. The more modules
students can use in their story, the higher their newsworthiness
score.

Behavioral Objectives
• Each student will select a mock client, develop a news story idea for their client, and use My News Wizard
to see if their idea is really newsworthy. Students will write up a summary of their story and explain
whether or not they agree with the Wizard’s analysis.
• Students will incorporate at least three news modules into a story, then discuss how each module is
represented in their story.
• Students must pick one central theme or controlling idea behind their story in order to write a press
release. Students will explain how they determined the central theme/news module of their story.
• Students will develop a news release for a nonprofit client to increase public awareness of an event.
Students will use My News Wizard to critique their work and plan their news release. Students will work
in teams to collaborate and critique each other’s writing, using My News Wizard.
• Students will break into groups of 3-4 and take turns pitching their story to the group. Each student
will discuss the recommendations to increase newsworthiness that they received from My News Wizard
and explain how they would incorporate those recommendations into their story.
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Lesson 2: Framing A News Story
“Framing” is changing how an issue is presented in order to influence how people think about the issue.
The idea is that an issue can be viewed from many
perspectives. Framing is done by politicians, interest
groups, scientists, opinion leaders and the media, often
by highlighting certain aspects of an issue rather than
others.1 When students use the My News Wizard news
modules, they are evaluating potential “frames” for their
story. By placing emphasis on different aspects of an issue, they are framing their story in a particular way.

Behavioral Objectives
• Students will explain the different ways in which a
single news story could be framed.
• Students will discuss which “frames” (or My News Wizard modules) have a better chance of earning news
media coverage.
• Each student will select a current event and discuss how different media outlets have framed that event,
using the My News Wizard news modules.
• Each student will select a faculty or staff member who is a subject matter expert on any issue currently in
the news. Students will meet with that person to discuss the issue in the news, develop a message map,
and use My News Wizard to determine the likelihood of success in pitching a news story to the media.
Students will communicate their findings in a paper.
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Lesson 3: Writing A Compelling Story
Writing is a key skill needed by public relations professionals. A well written and well crafted press release
can make the difference in whether a story gets covered by the news media. To help students develop writing skills and tell better stories, the My News Wizard news modules include interactive press release templates that offer writing tips and storytelling techniques designed specifically for that news module. Each
template offers a central theme or organizing principle for a news story, as well as storytelling elements the
release should include in order to carry through the theme of the template.

Behavioral Objectives
• Assign a specific news module to your students. Each student will develop a news story around that
module. Each student will use the My News Wizard interactive press release template for that module to
write a compelling story and news release. Students will submit a print out of their My News Wizard
newsworthiness score and press release to the instructor.
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Below is a guide to specific objectives for each of the My News Wizard
press release templates.
Behavioral Objectives for Interactive Press Release Templates
1. Localization. Students will start with a major national news story. Students will show how that story
affects a local person or region, and put a human face on the story.
2. Policy Effect. Students will select a new or proposed law, policy, or court decision. Students will describe
who is affected by the change, whether it is changing for better or worse, and if the change puts
something at risk or generates conflict.
3. Seasonal. Students will start with the time of year and develop a news story around a specific season
or event that occurs annually at that time of year. Students will focus on the action taking place.
4. Trend. Students will identify an action taken by a number of organizations or people in a specific
industry or region. The action should identify an economic, industry, regional or lifestyle trend. Students 		
will explain what caused the trend to occur and any implications of the trend.
5. Follow Up. Students will begin with a previously reported news story. Students will describe what 		
change has occurred since the story first appeared, or explain some action they are taking in response
to the story. Students will consider if something unexpected has happened, and if there is any irony to
be found in the situation.
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6. Conflict. Students will start with a disagreement within a community, organization, industry, or segment
of the population. Students will describe what type of conflict exists (i.e., philosophical or abstract such
as a conflict in values or ideology, or concrete such as competition between people or organizations).  
7. Impact. Students will identify an action, including a decision, that will have a significant impact on some
population or put something at risk. Each student will dramatize or explain the action and illustrate what
change will result from it, as well as the magnitude of the impact. Students can use a cause-effect
structure in their press release.
8. Unique. Students will begin with an unexpected, unusual, rare or first-time occurrence. Each student
will describe the occurrence and illustrate why it is unusual or unexpected. Students will use mystery,
suspense or surprise in their lead sentence to draw in the reader.
9. Upcoming Event. Students will select an event that will occur in the future. Students will provide
advance information on what will take place at the event (who, what, when, where, why), possibly even
forecasting or predicting a specific outcome.
10. Known Personality. Students will begin with an action or comment by someone well-known or an
expert in her field. Each student will explain how the person’s actions or comments are making an
impact or creating change; or, students will use the well-known person’s comments as a launching pad 		
to deliver their own message.
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11. Proximity. Each student will select an action
that affects a specific geographic region.
Students will describe the action taking place 		
and any changes that will result from the action.
12. Visual. Students will select an event or action
that presents a strong visual element. The
element can be an illustration, graphic, diagram,
photo, video, etc. Students can offer the visual 		
element either as a standalone photo opportunity, or to accompany a story based on another
news module. Students will present a vivid
description of the visual opportunity and
identify any symbolism associated with
the visual.
13. Insider. Students will describe an experience for a journalist to go behind-the-scenes of something not
typically seen by the public. Students will use mystery (such as opening with a question), describe any
contrast between appearance versus reality, and highlight any unique insights that will result from the
experience.
14. Milestone. Each student will highlight a notable achievement in one’s career or in an organization’s
history. Or, students can highlight the anniversary of a notable event or policy action. Students will
describe any obstacles, choices or sacrifices encountered along the way to achieving the milestone,
as well as any lessons learned.
15. Report. Students will identify new findings or analysis based on research in a specific field of interest.
Students will provide new information on the topic, or piggyback on an existing research report from
a major organization to make news. Students will present any conclusions, predictions or insights they
can draw from the research or study of the topic.
16. Financial. Students will describe a change in the financial status of an organization, either positive or
negative. Each student will describe the change, focusing on comparisons to the previous year or
industry averages. Students will break down financial data into easily understood comparisons and
references.
17. Governance. Students will describe a change in the top management of an organization, either positive
or negative. Students will inform the public or industry about the change and describe the steps that
led to the change or action taking place.
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